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Issue 56: Lithium-ion Bull March 22, 2020 
 

Lithium Triangulation – COVID-19 
Don’t Stand So Close to Me 

 

  
 
Thank you to Canary in a Coal Mine Mohamed El-Erian for sounding alarm bells one month ago just 
after I penned less prescient words about Mike Bloomberg’s electoral prospects and a small probability 
that ugly duckling China’s Year of the Bat would turn into a black swan. 

 
 
“Don’t Buy the Dip” = Sell, Sell, Sell. In my case, post 6-week StArgentina rally - ORE, LAC, LTHM – after 
top ticking 1772 as TSLA went parabolic. Elon Musk. $2B @$750. Best. Market Timer. Ever. I’m no genius 
trader, that’s for sure. Still sitting on too much lithium and other equity exposure. But feeling a bit lucky 
to have relatively more cash than equity than I did 4 weeks ago. Highly recommend following @elerianm 

 
Driven to Tears in home isolation impotently watching heroes in our health care and education system 
juxtaposed to toilet paper hoarding, I find myself most days analyzing what amongst the Bombs Away 
lithium carnage remains investable. And equally, where else – and when – to deploy the cash balance 
I’ve held in both retirement and college savings accounts for 3 years while missing out on the broader 
US equity market bull. 3 years wiped out in 7 trading days. But is there more to come?  My next-door-
neighbor-Alliance-Bernstein-quant suggested mid last week potentially 15% more market downside; in 
building new positions, allocate 25% per month over next four months.  
 
I  agree with Rodney Hooper’s well-argued note that the lithium/EV investment thematic is very much 
intact with 10-20-year retirement horizon, and also a 28-month view when tuition checks for my 15-year 
old son (and LAC’s secured debt ) are due. Be greedy when others are fearful. What De Do Do Do? 

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6645270504976592896/
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6645270504976592896/
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When the World is Running Down, You Make the Best of What’s Still Around 
 

 
 

Green is Good. Red is Risky 
Cash is King  

EBIT is Queen  
Secured Debt Kills Equity 
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I’ve ranked the Advanced Development/Exploration names by cash balance. Market Cap/Gross Cash = 
#RelativeValue #RiskReward. Be mindful of jurisdiction risk. And technical risk. The world is moving 
toward “regionalized, diversified, non-China supply chains”.  
 

USA Rocks!  
Piedmont Lithium $33M market trading at replacement value.  

Billionaire Arnold - Centaurus meets Capital Structure Calaway ioneer 
 

Among the producers, Mineral Resources is sitting pretty with ALB’s cash and relatively strong operating 
business and consistent dividend its founder and top shareholder Chris Ellison is keen to keep flowing.  
SQM - with relatively low debt, relatively low interest and relatively predictable dividend policy, looks 
relatively attractive approaching the $15 level of four years ago. SQM has a track record of maximizing 
cashflows during price spikes and has a strong position in what has been a rising iodine market, though 
Chile sovereign and environmental considerations remain an overhang. 
 
I’m not worried much about Albermarle’s rising debt as they recently raised capital at 70bps BELOW 
prior rates with long durations. The divestitures of – and debt reduction from - fine chemistry services 
business is in doubt for the time being, but this Dividend Aristocrat, world’s #1 lithium producer with the 
best assets in the industry, and the best customers, remains the ‘go-to’ lithium proxy. 
 
Livent is likely approaching replacement value for its world class franchise and I imagine should be a 
tempting acquisition target for anyone with interest in gaining technology leadership and can stomach 
Argentina volatility. Unlike the Big 3 above, Livent’s debt is shorter duration floating revolver which 
inhibits their growth as low EBIT pushes them close to breaching covenants – care & maintenance 
lockdown exacerbating uncertainty. 
 
Ganfeng remains deeply overvalued by traditional valuation metrics – the cash and debt figures above 
are out of date from June 30. I await March 30 AGM for full year-end filings, but I’d be surprised if its 
cash figure has not fallen considering its $160M payment to LAC for Minera Exar, LAC debt drawdowns 
from Ganfeng’s coffers as well as Bacanora investments.  
 
Orocobre’s strong cash position should enable it to weather the low pricing environment during care & 
maintenance which reduced its last half EBIT to nearly nothing. Lithium Americas at less than $200M 
market cap is likely trading at or below replacement value. But with large and growing drawdowns of 
secured debt from its partners Ganfeng and Bangchak, I wonder if further project delays in Argentina 
could put them in a “construction pictures today, Pilbara/Altura-like pickle tomorrow”. Debt repayment 
due August 2022. Thacker Pass optionality is hard to quantify. Cashed up Bacanora + Ganfeng = #1 clay 
speculation IMO. Will $140M cashed up Galaxy slow-go SDV in favor of distressed M&A? 
 
Standard Lithium – trading at 51 cents a few weeks after raising C$12M at 75 cents – perhaps a better 
USA “new technology” speculation, reporting earlier this month a successful test result for 99.9% 
battery quality carbonate.  
 
Neolithium has been prominently telegraphing its Bank of America process will result in a deal 
“imminently”. I understood for a long time that many potential bidders were in the room and was 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=412&v=mS7Rqk1-sAE&feature=emb_logo
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always largely a question of price. Given current market conditions if/when a deal happens I believe an 
outcome like NextView/LIX  C$265M buyout) or Posco/GXY (US$280M 40% tenement purchase) is less 
likely than a PlusPetrol/LSC ($75M buyout) or SQM/LAC ($25M for 50%). That said, at USD37M market 
cap NLC is likely trading at the value they’ve put in the ground and in studies, and, with USD23M cash 
likely offers good risk/reward for those keeping the faith in strategic partnerships for conventional 
brines in Argentina. 
 
Global X’s LIT ETF – near 5-year and all-time lows, an instant diversifier, with ~43% allocation to lithium 
and 57% to Tesla, BYD, Panasonic and other EV/battery tech. Their allocations to lithium have improved 
considerably over the years (FMC no longer a big weighting, but LTHM appropriately sized relative to 
appropriately weighted ALB/SQM). They don’t have exposure to Toxic Tianqi and overvalued Ganfeng 
but offer an appropriate mix of the juniors above. My principal gripe is no Mineral Resources and I 
believe certain stocks like Piedmont will be added in their next rebalancing toward the end of the year 
based on improved trading liquidity.  
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Outside the public lithium space, I note several private stories I’m keeping an eye on like US Magnesium 
in Utah, flagged below by Austin Devaney – ex Albemarle, now IHS Markit.  Expected to begin 
commissioning in Q2 of 10kt carbonate – is this in anyone’s models? 
 

 
 

 
 

Cashed-up Lilac Solutions, after prominently proving BQ carbonate for Lake Resources, was in the news 
again with a promising partnership with Controlled Thermal Resources in California’s Salton Sea.  
 
When the COVID-19 dust settles and Mr. Market again cheers the unstoppable EV thematic, I believe 
familiar and unfamiliar stories in USA, Canada and Europe, both private and public, both conventional 
and unconventional, positioned principally for non-Chinese Auto and Battery OEM, will begin to capture 
greater mind share – and investment.  
 

She’s Not There Zombie Tianqi 
KwinaNemaska  
#LiOHShortage 

https://investingnews.com/daily/resource-investing/battery-metals-investing/lithium-investing/controlled-thermal-resources-and-lilac-solutions-set-to-unlock-massive-sustainable-lithium-resource-in-the-u.s/
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Disclaimer  

 
Lithium-ion Bull (Forest Hills) is a periodic publication, written through my advisory firm RK Equity 
Advisors, LLC. In this and other Lithium-ion Bulls and the podcast Lithium-ion Rocks! I often share some 
rationale for a stock in which I have some conviction – for or against – and may own directly in my own 
retirement or taxable accounts. If you agree or disagree with and act on or against the rationale of 
anything written in this or any other Lithium-ion Bull or Lithium-ion Rocks! podcast, that is your free 
choice. But to be clear, the opinionated commentary you’re reading is not investment advice, nor 
recommendation and may not be unbiased. I am not a registered investment advisor nor broker-dealer.  I 
may act, or may have acted in the past, as a financial advisor, or capital raiser for certain of the 
companies mentioned herein and may receive, or may have received, remuneration for services from 
those companies. I, RK Equity as well as their respective partners, directors, shareholders, and employees 
may make purchases and/or sales of securities mentioned here-in from time to time, subject, of course, 
to restricted periods in which we may possess material, non-public information. As of March 22, 2020, RK 
Equity or its principals own securities in Mineral Resources, Piedmont Lithium, E3 Metals Corp, 
Albermarle, Livent, Lithium Power International and Orocobre and have or have had over the past 48 
months fee-paying advisory assignments with Western Lithium/Lithium Americas, CleanTeq, Millennial 
Lithium, Altura Mining, E3 Metals Corp, NeoMetals, ioneer, Kidman Resources, Nemaska, Bacanora, 
Lithium Power International and Piedmont Lithium. The information contained herein is not financial 
advice and whether in part or in its entirety, neither constitutes an offer nor makes any recommendation 
to buy or sell any securities.  

 


